Abstract: It is possible to improve the safety performance of the radio network by accurately identifying the attack signal path in the radio network information. When the attack signal path identification is carried out, it is necessary to calculate the vulnerability of the attack signal path, obtain the time series sample set of the network attack path, train the sample set for different vulnerabilities, and complete the path recognition. The traditional method is to establish the attack graph model. It cannot calculate the vulnerability of the attack signal path and cannot carry out the training, which leads to the limitation of the path recognition and the low efficiency. An improved identification method of attack signal path in radio network information with improved attack graph is proposed. Firstly, the attack map of the traditional method is transformed according to the theory of graph theory, and the concept of vulnerability factor is introduced into the improved attack graph. The vulnerability of the attack route is improved, and then the sliding time window is used to construct the network attack path recognition Time series sample set, Ada-Boosting method is used to train the sample sets with different vulnerabilities, and the regression matrix is obtained by using the training results. Finally, the attack signal path identification in the radio network information is completed. The simulation results show that the improved method has high accuracy and can guarantee the smooth operation of the radio network.
Introduction
With the continuous improvement of radio network technology, as the core network of modern society, radio network has become a high-value target of network attacks [1] [2] [3] . Because of the complexity of the attack on the radio network, the existing radio network security technology can only provide real-time power network attack detection information, has been unable to meet the security needs of the network [4] [5] [6] . Using the results of training to form a radio network attack path identification regression matrix, the use of the matrix of the radio network to identify the future security status, can effectively solve the problem [7] .
In [8] , the basic principle of Bayesian network is used to identify the attack signal path in the radio network information. This method firstly defines the resource state and operation sequence occupied by the historical attacker as attack evidence, constructs the Bayesian network attack graph, combines the risk probability of the Bayesian network theory to calculate the threat of radio network attack, The identification of the attack signal path in the radio network information is completed, the recognition accuracy of the method is high, but the operation process is difficult to realize. In [9] , an attack graph model is established, the attack signal path identification in the radio network information. The transition process is defined by different types of network intrusion. On this basis, the probability of the next network intrusion path selection is calculated to complete the attack signal path identification in the radio network information. However, when the current method is used to identify the attack path, the attack model cannot estimate the future security situation of the power network, and the limitation of the method is very important. In [10] , a random game model is established for the radio Identification of Attack Signals in Network Information. This method introduces the game theory into the radio network attack path identification process, sets up the radio network attack and defense model, calculates the average attack time and the weak node of the radio network, and uses the calculated result to complete the recognition of the attack signal path in the radio network information. The method is simple to implement, but there is a problem that the recognition accuracy is poor.
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In this paper, an improved attack path identification algorithm for radio network information based on improved attack graph is proposed.
Principle Model of Attack Signal System in Radio Network Information
In the radio network information attack signal system, the first access to the history of the network attack path samples, and the sample based on the formation of radio network attack map, the definition of attack path and network attack type, the use of network state transition probability between the invasion of the most may select the attack path, and calculate the probability of the attack by the intruder is successful, the principle of the attack signal system in the radio network information model, the specific steps are as follows:
Assuming that V 0 is a representative of the network attack, T is a representative of the network, on behalf of the network attack map, then use the following formula to map the network attack map for the radio network state transition system (1) Where, S is the network attack state of the collection, t is the network attack state transition relationship between the collection,S 0 representing the initial state of the network, S G representing the target state of the attack set.
Assuming that represents a group of state sequences exist from the original state of the network, which S n represents a network intrusion target state, satisfying the condition of , then the following formula will be defined as the path of the network intrusion
In the formula, represents any set of states in the attack graph.
The action against cyber attacks can be expressed as
Where, is the attacking host ID, is the victimized host, Assuming that S i is a certain type of state in the attack graph, ac i represents the complexity of the path attack, assuming that the attacker arrives S i , then select the SUB_S represented by the representative attack, using the following formula to identify the next step of the network attack target
Assuming that the L is the attack path, li is represented by the attack path set, the rational model of the attack signal system in the radio network information is
In order to identify the attack signal path by using the principle model of the attack signal system in the radio network information, it is necessary to calculate the vulnerability of the attack signal path, obtain the time series sample set of the network attack path identification, train the sample set for different vulnerabilities, and complete the path recognition. The traditional method is to establish the attack graph model, identify the attack path of the network signal, cannot calculate the vulnerability of the attack signal path, which cannot be targeted training, resulting in the path recognition of the limitations of large, low efficiency. An optimization method of radio network attack path identification based on improved attack graph is proposed.
Identification of Attack Signals in Radio Network Information Based on Improved Attack Graph

Calculation of the vulnerability of each attack signal path
In the process of identifying and identifying the attack signal path in the radio network information, the transformation of the current attack map is carried out, and the concept of vertex vulnerability factor is introduced to describe the transformation process. The network disturbance, node fault, In order to improve the vertex set of the attack graph, the logical relationship between the vertices is deduced, and the vulnerability of each attack signal path is obtained. The concrete steps are as follows:
Assuming that G is the attack map created by the traditional method abstracts all the attack targets into the root node, abstracts all kinds of attacks into leaf nodes, adds all the root nodes and leaf nodes to the V representative collection, and sets up the vertices. All feasible edges are added and added to the collection, A , which can be calculated (6) Assuming that L 1 is the first layer of the attack graph is represented, the leaf nodes with all degrees of entry 0 are added to the first set, and all vertices with tangential edges are found in the vertices of the set, and the collection, L 2 , is formed until the traversal, to the last layer set L n , using the following formula (7) Assumption, C i by representing the vertex vulnerability factor, C i will be introduced into the transformation of the attack graph, using equation (8) Then use the following formula to calculate the representative of the improved attack map
Where, X is the source attack path set, Y represents the intersection between the different sets of layers, C representing the set of vulnerability factors,C i , for each vertex.
Assuming that s represents the total number of external condition categories of the attack path, P k represents the probability of occurrence of the kth attack path attack condition, and R k represents the determination of whether or not all vertices of L l+1 in the next set of vertices occur when the kth attack condition occurs Threshold, the following formula is used to calculate R k (10) In the formula, if v i can trigger L l+1 , then R k is 1, otherwise Rk is 0.
Suppose that the vertex data of the attack graph is represented by m, and the vulnerability of each attack path in the improved attack graph represented by is calculated.
In the formula, is the product of the vulnerability factor representing each vertex, the higher the product value indicates that the attack path is more harmful.
In summary, it can be explained that in the process of optimizing the identification of radio network attack path, the current attack map is transformed and the concept of vertex vulnerability factor is introduced to describe its transformation process. The network attack, power equipment failure and steady state the node perturbation mapping is used to improve the vertex set of the attack graph, the logical relationship between the vertices is deduced, the vulnerability of each attack path is obtained, which lays the foundation for the optimal identification of the attack path of the radio network.
Optimization of attack path identification based on recognition regression matrix
In the process of optimizing the identification of radio network attack path, the time series sample set is identified by using the sliding time window to construct the network attack path based on the vulnerability of the attack path obtained in the improved attack pattern obtained in section 3.1, and the sample is trained by Ada Boosting method Set the radio network attack path identification regression matrix using the results of the training to carry on the detailed identification to the future security state of the radio network, the concrete steps are as follows:
It is assumed that the recognition of each time point i is a time series based on the obtained by the 3.1 section at the respective time points identified by i for the radio network attack path, and the sliding time window size 4, the sliding step is 1, and obtains a number of time series composed of S i to form a sample set (12) The training set of the representative data of D is input into the AdaBoosting method. Assuming that T" represents the maximum number of iterations, the training error of the tth sub-regression analysis matrix h t is calculated by using equation (13) (13) Where, w t (i)represents the weighting factor of the sample.
The weight of the sub-regression analysis matrix,h t , is calculated using equation (14) ( 14) Assumptions, by representing the sample weight of each sample in the next generation of training, use the following formula to calculate Assuming that is the true value of the radio network attack path at the j + 4th time point, represents the radio network attack path identification value obtained by using the tth sub-regression analyzer h t , then the constraint condition is (16) (h1, h2, ... ht) is multiplied by the corresponding weight represented by and the radio is calculated from the following equation: (h1, h2, ... ht) Network attack signal path optimization identification regression analysis matrix
Where Sign represents a symbolic function Using the formula (17) to calculate the radio network attack path optimization identification regression analysis matrix, you can complete the radio network attack signal path optimization and identification.
Simulation results and analysis
In order to prove the validity of the proposed method of attack signal path identification in the radio network information based on improved attack graphs, an experiment is required. In this paper, the radio network field data of 214 days in 2012 is used as the experimental data source, and the radio network attack signal path recognition experiment environment is set up in MATLAB7.0 environment.
Different methods to identify the effectiveness of contrast
Respectively, using this method and literature [8] method for radio network attack signal path identification experiment. The error rate of the signal recognition of the radio network attack signal is compared with two different methods, and the effectiveness of the radio network attack signal path identification is measured by comparing the different results.
It can be concluded from Fig. 1 that the effectiveness of using the method to identify the signal path of the radio network is far superior to that of the radio network attack signal path identification by using [8] method, which is mainly due to the use of this method When the radio network attack signal path identification is carried out, the attack map of the traditional method is modified based on the theory of graph theory, and the concept of vulnerability factor is introduced into the improved attack graph to calculate the vulnerability of the attack signal path, Thus ensuring the effectiveness of the proposed method for radio network attack signal path identification. 
Comparison of the overall superiority of different methods
Respectively, using this method and literature [8] method for radio network attack signal path identification experi-ment. False alarm rate(%), error alarm rate (%) and stability (%) of the radio network attack signal path identification are compared. The effectiveness of different methods for radio network attack signal path identification is measured by comparing the results. The results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . From the analysis in Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 , it can be concluded that the overall superiority of the radio network attack signal path identification using this method is obviously higher than that of using the literature [8] method to realize the overall superiority of the radio network attack signal path recognition. Because the radio network attack signal path identification is used in this paper, the time series sample set is identified by the sliding time window, and the sample set is trained by Ada Boosting method. The radio network attack signal path identification Matrix, which guarantees the overall superiority of this method in the identification of radio network attack path.
Conclusion
This paper presents an optimization method of radio network attack path identification based on improved attack graph. The simulation results show that the method has high accuracy and can guarantee the smooth operation of the radio network.
